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A promise

You will end up with:

- A new vision about how to get your work done

- Some tips about productivity and procrastination that you have never 
heard of before



Outline

- What is being productive?
- How to become (really) productive

- What is procrastination?
- How to overcome the pain to start
- How to overcome procrastination 

- How to PhD
- Some hints



What is being productive?

maximize

Work produced ∝ (intensity of focus) ⨉ (time spent)

enjoy & protect

don’t exasperate



What is not being productive?

Productive ≠ Busy

- Multitasking?
- Immediately responding to any sudden task?

Productivity is not linear:

- ⇡hours does not imply ⇡work done
- Real value = clarity of thought

 Work produced ∝ (intensity of focus) ⨉ (time spent)   



How?
Manage your energy,

not just your time

Why?

Kindly reminder to be kind to yourself:

- Self critique
- Working under pressure

 Work produced ∝ (intensity of focus) ⨉ (time spent)   



OK but how?

Take breaks

Sleep - Eat healthy - Workout - Quality interactions

Learning to prioritize



Lists and scheduling

 more to come…



Learn to say NO



Eisenhower matrix



“Swallow a frog in the morning if you want to encounter

nothing more disgusting the rest of the day”
Nicolas Chamfort

To not sacrifice your best cognitive energy!

 Work produced ∝ (intensity of focus) ⨉ (time spent)   

From learning how to learn



BUT… some tasks may drag you down!



BUT… some tasks may drag you down!

procrastinationprocrastination



What is procrastination?

A task you don’t want to do activates the brain region responsible for pain

Hope: but it disappears shortly after!

From learning how to learn



Overcoming the pain of starting:

Focus on the process, not the product

20 min of writing about method X vs write section 2.1

Mindmapping

not to organize, but to inspire
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Overcoming the pain of starting:

Focus on the process, not the product

20 min of writing about method X vs write section 2.1

Mindmapping

not to organize, but to inspire

Pomodoro technique

as a warm-up!

Keep track, better with a support team

don’t-break-the-chain effect

 ￼

Forest app. But better to go analogical



Overcoming the pain of starting:

Lists

- Divide in chunks (SMART)
- List of what you have already done to boost you
- List of easy rewarding tasks to warm you up
- With tick boxes
- The day before
- List of interesting things to do if you procrastinate



Overcoming the pain of starting:

Low the bar

- Challenge yourself to do the bare minimum
- The ugliest
- At least, just show up



Procrastination is not about motivation, 
it is about habits



Habits

Switching from procrastination to other habit (ex pomodoro) is resource-saving 
because routines use less energy!

1. Trigger    
2. Routine  
3. Reward   
4. Belief    

From Atomic Habits

 Work produced ∝ (intensity of focus) ⨉ (time spent)   
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Challenge: not checking your phone during the rest of the talk

Attention is the new currency



For distractions related with social media…

Take care of your environment:

- Track phone use
- Switch off notifications/ phone
- Delete the apps and log out
- Forest to focus and web-blockers
- Phone in another room, out of sight
- Different browsers for work and personal

Attention is the new currency
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Overestimate one defining moment vs 
underestimate small improvement on a daily basis

Habits often appear to make no difference until 
you cross a critical threshold

Tiny changes make a big difference

From Atomic Habits



Recapping procrastination:

- It is a habit
- Watch out your procrastination triggers and have a plan
- Plan your tasks every day
- Eat your frogs first, but have a back up plan



How to PhD

It is normal if your current approach is not working

Doing a PhD ≠ Studying a degree

- Input vs Output
- No fixed schedule
- Diffuse deadlines
- No feedback (exams, homework)
- A bazillion of papers one click away



Some hints:

A lie: “I don’t need to write that down, I’ll remember it”. Write. Down. Everything.

- This includes meeting and seminar notes, code annotations, things have not worked, summaries of papers

Back up your work

- Use git, the cloud, your institution server

Organize your workspace

- File system, meaningful labels, notes, comments on code

Never struggle on your own

- Talk to other students, have frank discussions with your supervisor, discuss with her the goals

Mainly from “Twenty things I wish I’d known when I started my PhD”



…





Resources & Links
These slides, spreadsheet of your resources

Youth communities:

● yrCCS (Young Researchers of the Complex Systems Society)
● SYNS (Society of Young Network Scientists)
● NetPLACE (Networks, Phd Life And ComplExity Seminars)

Learning How to Learn free course

Apps to Focus: StayFocusd, Forest

Inside the  mind of a master procrastinator (TED talk)

Articles:

● Pandemic burnout is rampant in academia (Nature article)
● Twenty things I wish I’d known when I started my PhD
● Writer’s block and mindmapping: The publication coach’s blog

A funny game about anxiety

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10xIepOoWwEOUVm0JxcXA48MPa4JpYEsHKVpPi-YnMUc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wabjjhRguKCEE6R00D_Vp4QSlOS4Gee51AkNotHzunA/edit?usp=sharing
http://yrcss.cssociety.org/yrcss-about/
https://society-of-young-network-scientists.github.io/
https://sites.google.com/view/netplace/home-page?authuser=0
https://www.coursera.org/learn/learning-how-to-learn
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/stayfocusd/laankejkbhbdhmipfmgcngdelahlfoji?hl=en
https://www.forestapp.cc/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arj7oStGLkU&ab_channel=TED
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00663-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07332-x
https://www.publicationcoach.com/writing-routine/
https://ncase.me/anxiety/

